ECOMANAGE

Integrated Ecological Coastal Zone Management System

The Challenge
Ecologists and social scientists are presently merging their skills for
developing integrated tools to help decision makers in the difficult task
of integrated coastal zone management. Three coastal zones showing
conflicting interests between urban, industrial and agricultural pressures
and environmental maintenance have been selected for developing the
system. The selected areas are: Aisén Fjiord in Chile, Bahía Blanca estuary in Argentina and Santos estuary in Brazil.
Relationships between the origins and consequences of environmental
problems have been described using a Driving forces, Pressures,
States, Impacts and Responses (DPSIR) framework and indexes have
been used to assess links between DPSIR elements.
Participatory methods have been applied for interaction with stakeholders in order to establish study scenarios and indexes for social-economic
and ecosystem analyses and to measure environmental impacts of management decisions. Field data and modeling results have been included
into a Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS) for simplifying the assessment of the impact of management scenarios and evaluate their
performance. The project aimed to raise the opportunity to improve normative rules for the functioning of the systems, and to improve in this
way environmental management of the estuaries enabling sustainable
development.

Project Objective
EcoManage project aims to push the capacity of assisting managers to
join horizontally knowledge from ecological and socio-economic disciplines.

Key Points
•

A coastal zone depends on local pressures, but also on pressures
originated in the drainage basin, transported mostly by rivers and
by groundwater.

•

Socio-economic activities are the driving forces of those pressures and that their impacts on the ecosystem have feedback on
socioeconomics.

•

The impacts depend on physical characteristics of the ecosystem
that together with the loads determine its ecological state.

www.eatip.eu

EATiP Thematic Area of Relevance
TA1: Product Quality, Consumer Safety
and Health
TA2: Technology and Systems
TA3: Managing the Biological Lifecycle
TA4: Sustainable Feed Production
TA5: Integration with the Environment
TA6: Knowledge Management
TA7: Aquatic Animal Health and
Welfare
TA8: Socio-Economics and
Management
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Output Highlights
Identification of the main drivers and pressures
Based on the DPSIR framework, it was possible to identify the large-scale human drivers of change in each
site, and to link them to impacts on the state of the system through the pressures. The first step in the DPSIR
framework was the definition of the driving-forces that lead to environmental pressures. For this first step, the
major stakeholders where identified and also their values, interests and possible conflicts between them.
Set up, calibration and validation of numerical models
A major outcome of the ECOMANAGE project has been the set up of numerical models for all the study sites.
The MOHID modelling platform has been used to simulate the major processes of these distinct estuarine
systems. Also, groundwater and watershed modelling applications were developed. The models have been
calibrated and validated with historical field data sets and whenever needed, sampling campaigns were made
to complement insufficient data. The use of models has made possible to clarify causes and effects in environmental processes, the distinction between anthropogenic and natural contamination sources and their
respective impact at each site. In addition, modelling results have proved to be important to complement data
from traditional experimental research methods and have become an essential tool during the project for understanding complex processes that link different compartments of the system and to run across the land-sea
interface by linking catchments’ and estuarine processes..
Testing development scenarios / management options with models
Model applications developed during ECOMANAGE project have been combined with the DPSIR framework
with the objective of improving communication and understanding of the nature of the problems, thus helping
in the decision making process. This was achieved by simulating different development scenarios for each site
or by testing the outcome of different management policies in the ecological state of the system. These studies
have addressed the housing and population growth effects on the Santos Estuarine system, sewage related
problems in Bahia Blanca, and the effect of aquaculture waste products on the bottom water of Aysén Fjord.
Stakeholders’ involvement
The project has promoted strong public involvement of stakeholders by giving them the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes, leading to the establishment of a straight cooperation between project
partners and the main stakeholders in the studied areas. The totally new conceptual framework brought by
ECOMANAGE improved the better understanding of the management issues in the three sites and lead to
specific answers to local problems with generic methodologies. Outcomes of the project were of significant interest to both scientific and water resources management communities in all sites. ECOMANAGE project has
helped in the public education and consensus-building processes and has promoted and encouraged public
awareness and participation by making information widely available. A significant outcome of including local
stakeholders has been a renewed cooperation pointing to future work and development of the work started
during the project.
International, cross-disciplinary teamwork
A main achievement of ECOMANAGE is certainly the combined effort to achieve better management strategies for the study areas. Public and private institutions at each site have made part of the effort, working side
by side with the scientific staff of the project. The project also provided the opportunity for a significant number
of students to pursue their academic degrees, and for the collaboration of researcher from other institutions
and universities. Many areas of expertise have been blended in the work of ECOMANAGE, including fields
as ecology, water pollution, ecotoxicology, hydrodynamics, modeling, groundwater, economics and social sciences.
A decision support system
Another major product of the project was a site-specific knowledge base on estuarine and basin management,
and a spatial decision support system to provide guidelines for restoration and sustainable development of
the sites.
The Full Report:
For a description of the research project, visit www.ecomanage.info
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Next Steps – Suggested Actions/Follow On
Policy
• Application of the newly developed spatial decision support system and identification of policy alternatives and assessment of their impact on the management objectives. This tool will help to evaluate and choose preferred policy alternatives between competing objectives and methods, allowing
stakeholders to state their preferences (value-based information) for different outcomes, based on
good information (factual or technical information).
Society
• Building up on the newly build public consensus and awareness to put in place sustainable practices
and continue the cooperation with the different stakeholders to enable sound ICZM.
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